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Abstract. This paper describes the data flow graph (DFG) simulator formalized 
by the author in the logic of  the Boyer-Moore theorem prover, nqthrn, which is 
intended to serve as the basis for formal verification of DFGs. DFGs are central to 
the field of architectural synthesis. Formalizing DFGs by defining an interpreter 
is one possible approach to formal verification of DFGs. The type of DFGs being 
formalized is described, followed by an overview of the DI~3 simulator including 
a discussion of the representation of DFGs chosen. Due to the theorem prover's 
lack of a sufficiently strong type system, it is necessary to define predicates 
stating consistency of the objects purportedly representing Dr~s. These issues are 
discussed and the predicates solving them are presented. 

I Introduction 

The work presented in this paper was motivated by the need for formal verification 
methods in the field of  architectural synthesis. The goal of  architectural synthesis is to 
transform a procedural representation of an algorithm into a register transfer level (RTL) 
description which can be passed on to any of the many low-level synthesis systems 
in existence. The procedural level is usually represented as data flow graphs (DFGS), 
Fig. 1, or can relatively straightforwardly be translated into such. These are directed 
graphs used to represent data dependencies between atomic operations such as additions 
and multiplications, as well as the flow of control of the algorithm being modelled by 
the DFG. The nodes of the graph are associated with various operations while the edges 
are used to indicate the data dependencies. 

Architectural synthesis is normally identified with scheduling and allocation, 
although this is a simplification. Scheduling and allocation algorithms operate on DFGS 
and produce RTL descriptions. It is clear that DFGS are central to architectural synthesis 
and an important step in establishing methods for formal verification in architectural 
synthesis must be the formalization of DFGS. This is the topic of the work presented in 
this paper. 

What are the applications of a formalization of DFGS? A number of  areas suggest 
themselves and a non-exhaustive list of these areas in approximate order of  increasing 
complexity is given below: 

- Correctness proofs of  DFGS. 
- Proving pairs of  DFGS equivalent. 
- Correctness proofs of  transformations of DFGS. 
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Fig. 1. A data flow graph (DI~) is a directed graph used in architectural synthesis to represent 
data dependencies between atomic operations, and the flow of control of the algorithm being 
modeled by the DFO. 

Correctness proofs of DFGS involve comparing the d f g  objects (see Sect. 3) 
representing the DFO in various stages of execution with a higher level formal description 
such as a procedural specification of the behavior of the DFG, expressed as a function in 
the language of nqthra.  The complexity of DFG correctness proofs depends heavily on 
the structure of the DFG being investigated. DFOS without loops can easily be reduced to 
simple expressions while DFGS with loops in general will require recursive functions to 
fully describe their behavior. 

An important aspect of hardware synthesis is optimization. Optimizations on DFGs 
change the structure of the DFGS, in an attempt to make them more efficient in some 
aspect without changing the behavior of the DFGS. The DFGS before optimization should 
thus be provably equivalent to the DFGs after optimization. 

Correctness proofs of DF6 transformations such as optimizations is a more powerful 
approach to the problem of equivalence discussed in the previous paragraph. A DFG 
transformation is a function from the domain of DFGS onto itself. A transformation is 
deemed correct when the transformed objects is functionally equivalent to the original 
objects for all appropriate objects. Such a correctness proof is obviously quite powerful 
as it wraps up a whole class of DFO equivalence proofs into a single proof. 

Formalizing a language or system such as DFGS can be approached in a multitude 
of ways. Kavi et al. [9], basing their work on the data flow model presented by 
Dennis [7] in 1974, formalized DFGS using a set theoretic approach, while de Jong [6] 
used temporal logic to formalize and reason about DFGS. The approach used in the work 
presented here follows another route, however. The DFGS were formalized in the logic 
of the Boyer-Moore theorem prover, nqghra [3, 4], by defining a simulator/interpreter 
for DFGS. This is a standard approach to defining the semantics of a formal system [1,2]. 

Note that actual simulation of DFGS is not the primary purpose of the DFG simulator 
described here. The primary purpose of the simulator is to formally define the semantics 
of DFGS. Surprisingly, the simulator turns out to be quite efficient in terms of  execution 
speed and the size of DFGS that can be handled, partly due to the fact that functions 
defined in nq thra  can be compiled in the underlying LISP system. 

The DFG simulator consists of a system of some 70 functions written in the LIsP-like 
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language of nqthm. The functions perform the various tasks necessary to simulate 
DFGS according to the semantics described in Sect. 2. These tasks include interpreting 
the various nodes, examining and updating the state of the DFG, determining the set 
of nodes which are ready to be executed, and selecting nodes for execution. Section 3 
gives a detailed description of these functions, while Sect. 4 discusses some consistency 
issues regarding the data structures representing DFGS. 

2 Data Flow Graphs 

This section contains a brief description of the type of DFGS the DFG simulator is based 
on. The type of DFG used here belongs to a class of DFGs called static DFGS [8] and is a 
variation on the DFGS described by Brage and Madsen [5, 10] which in turn are derived 
from the DFGS defined by van Eijndhoven et at. [12]. 

The DFGS described here are actually bipartite directed graphs with two vertex 
classes called actors and links by Dennis [8], Kavi et al. [9] and others. Actors 
correspond to transitions in Petri nets [ 11] and links correspond to places. In the present 
paper actors are called nodes and links together with the edges interconnecting actors 
and links are called edges in accordance with the terminology used by de Jong [6], van 
Eijndhoven et al. [12] and others. The DFGS employ a weU-defined token flow model 
reminiscent of Petri nets [11]. Tokens carry the data and results of calculations from 
node to node and define the flow of control. Furthermore, the algorithms representable 
with these DFGS are not restricted to basic blocks, i.e., algorithms without loops and 
conditionally executed sections; they include provisions for arbitrary loops and branches 
in the flow of control. 

2.1 Nodes, Edges, And Tokens 

Nodes and edges are the structural components of DFGS. The nodes provide the atomic 
operations from which the algorithms are constructed. The infrastructure responsible 
for transporting results from the computations carded out by the individual nodes, to 
other nodes is built from the edges. Tokens are the objects travelling on the edges 
carrying data and they are the entities upon which execution of DFGS are based. Figure 2 
shows the various relationships between these components of DFGS. 

Nodes have a number of distinguished inputs and outputs to which the edges attach. 
Each node is associated with a node type which defines the number of inputs and 
outputs as well as the function or operation carried out by it. Furthermore, some node 
types, such as the constant generator, has a parameter to which individual node data is 
bound. The edges interconnecting nodes are directed and of the multi-edge variety, i.e., 
they originate from one node output and end in one or more node inputs. The tokens are 
the dynamic, executional component of the DFGS. A token carries a datum (typically a 
number) with it as well as an atomic pan of the flow of control. Execution of a DFG is 
defined in terms of node execution and token passing. 

Nodes consume tokens at their inputs and emit tokens at their outputs when 
executing. A node can be in one of two states: either it is ready to execute or not. A 
node is ready when a certain pattern of presence and absence of tokens--in general 
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Fig. 2. Nodes, edges, and tokens are the individual components out of which DI~ are constructed. 
Edges attach to one node output and to one or more node inputs. Tokens travel on edges and are 
split into several identical copies when the edge feeds more than one node input. 

depending on the node type and the token data--is present at the inputs and outputs of 
the node. Specifically, a node cannot emit a new token on a blocked output. An output is 
blocked when tokens are present at one or more of the inputs connected to it through a 
multi-edge, i.e., the multi-edge attached to the output must be completely free of tokens 
in order to be unblocked. 1 Also, tokens must be present at those of the inputs necessary 
to complete the computation represented by the node. 2 When a token is emitted from 
a node output it is split into as many copies as there are node inputs connected to the 
output. 

2.2 Supported Nodes 

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the DFGS discussed here are powerful ,  
enough to allow branches and loops in the flow of control. This is accomplished by 
adding a small number of special nodes to the set of traditional DFG nodes (e.g., addition 
and multiplication nodes). In order to make a formalization of DFGS manageable, a 
fixed set of nodes has been standardized on. This set can be divided into the following 
categories: 

- Computational nodes. 
- Control nodes. 
- Synchronization nodes. 
- DFG input/outputnodes. 

Computationalnodes include addition, multiplication, and constant generator nodes. 
These have straightforward semantics and execute when all inputs have a token present 
and their outputs are unblocked. 

1 The rules for token passing described here, differ from those defined by van Eijndhoven et 
al. [12] where tokens may pile up in queues on the edges, but are equivalent to those defined 
by Kavi et al. [9] and Brage [5]. 

2 For simple nodes like the add node this simply means all inputs, but there are a few special 
node types which do not need input tokens at all inputs to execute. The subset of the inputs 
required to have tokens present will in general depend on the values of the tokens. 
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Control nodes are special nodes that are designed to allow complicated flow of 
control in the DFGs, such as conditional branching and looping. These include the 
b r a n c h  and m e r g e  nodes depicted in Fig. 3. The b r a n c h  node passes an incoming 
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Merge/Enter 
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Fig. 3. The b r anch  and me rge  nodes are used in pairs to create branches in the flow of control 
similar to if-then-else statements of traditional programming languages. The e n t e r  and e x i t  
nodes, which are almost identical to the merge and b ranch  nodes, respectively, are used to 
form loops similar to while statements. 

token on to one of its two outputs depending on the value of the token on its control 
input. The m e r g e  node does the inverse; it selects one of its two data inputs depending 
on the value of the token on its control input and passes any token on the data inputs on 
to the single output. These two node types, when used together as shown in Fig. 3, form 
a conditional branch in execution. A pair of  similar nodes called e n t e r  and e x i t  are 
used to form loops. 

Synchronization nodes are used to synchronize several otherwise independent parts 
of the DFG to each other in situations where the synchronization implicit in the token 
flow semantics is not sufficient. This is mostly used in DFG input/output contexts. 

Input~output nodes are used to import values from and export results to the 
environment of the DFG. These nodes serve the purpose of defining the interface to the 
DFG. The i n p u t  node converts a value received from the environment to a token and 
injects the token to the DFG via its node output; the o u t p u t  converts tokens received 
on one of its node inputs to values which are passed on to the environment on the output 
stream associated with the DFG OUtpUt. The o u t p u t  node is the only node having a 
variable number of  inputs. This is to allow merging of several sources of  tokens into a 
single output stream. 

3 Data Flow Graph Simulator Functions 

Simulating a DFG is conceptually simple. It can be summarized as follows. Until no 
nodes can execute, select a node which is ready to execute, execute it, and update the 
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state of the DFG correspondingly. Executing a node is referred to as executing a single 
step of the simulation. 

Central to the DFG simulator is the data structures representing DFGS in a format 
understandable by nqthm.  These data structures define how the structural properties 
of  the DFG is described, and provide the means for storing the state information needed 
by the simulator. The DFG simulator uses the shell facility of nq th ra  to define the data 
types used to represent DFGS. Shells are similar to records or structures of  conventional 
programming languages. The shell principle provides a mechanism for the addition of 
typed n-tuples of n components, each with possibly different type restrictions. 

DFGS feature four distinctive objects: nodes, directed edges, tokens, and the DFG 
itself. The selection of data types used by the DFG simulator reflects this categorization 
in that there is a shell for each of the four objects. These shells are named d f g ,  n o d e ,  
t o k e n ,  and n o d e i c  and represent the DFG, the nodes, the tokens, and the directed 
edges, respectively. 

The DFG simulator operates on objects of  the d f g  shell type. The main simulator 
function (see Sect. 3.1 below) takes an object of this shell type and produces another 
updated object which reflects the change in state resulting from the execution of a 
certain number of steps of the simulation. 

In the following, the organization of the DFG simulator will be discussed. 

3.1 The Main Simulator Function 

From a user's point of view, the DFG simulator can be identified with the two 
top level functions, single-step-dfg and multi-step-dfg. The purpose of 
single-step-dfg is to pel~onn one step of the simulation. It takes an object of the 
d f g shell type and returns another dfg object or NIL if no nodes are ready to execute. 
If one or more nodes are ready, the result of single-step-dfg is a dfg object 
whose node list (as accessed by d f g - n o d e s )  is equal to the node list of  the input d f g  
object, but whose token list and, possibly, DFG input/output list are changed in such a 
way as to reflect the change of state induced by the execution of precisely one of the 
nodes that were ready to execute. 

For convenience, s i n g l e - s t e p - d f g  returns a full d f g  object rather than just the 
token list and DFG input/output list, in order to allow the results of s i ng  1 e - s t e p -  d f g 
to be passed on unmodified to recursive calls of itself. This feature is used in 
the implementation of m u l t i - s t e p - d f g  to provide a mechanism for performing 
multiple successive steps of the simulation. 

Due to the fact that n q t h m  only accepts provably total functions 3 (i.e., it terminates 
on all possible combinations of arguments), it is not possible to install a definition of 
m u l t i - s t e p - d f g  without a special step limit parameter whose sole purpose is to 
m ~ e  m u l t i - s t e p - d f g  a total function. 

3 nqt  hm employs a rather weak notion of provable when it decides whether a proposedrecursive 
function is admissible to it; it looks at a few possible measures on the arguments of the function 
and attempts to establish that the chosen measures decrease in each recursive call of the 
function using the simplification process. This sometimes makes it necessary to guide nqthm 
by either suggesting a measure or by proving a lemma about one of the measures it fries 
automaticaUy (e.g., if the simplifier cannot prove it because the proof requires induction). 
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It turns out that it is possible to construct d f g  objects that would cause 
m u l t i - s t e p - d f g  to never terminate if it did not have the step limit patmneter. 
The step limit is a positive number which is decremented in each recursive call of 
m u l t i - s t e p - d f g ,  and causes m u l t i - s t e p - d f g  to exit when it reaches zero. 
Obviously, m u l t i - s t e p - d f g  may return before the step limit reaches zero if the 
DFG is quiescent, i.e., s i n g l e - s t e p - d f g  returned NIL. 

The algorithm employed by s i n g l e - s t e p - d f g  can be summarized as follows: 

Given a d f g  object, do: 

1. If the list of ready nodes is empty return NIL. 
2. Otherwise select an arbitrary node from the list of ready nodes. 
3. Extract token data for the inputs of the node. 
4. Execute the node subject to the token dam. 
5. Remove consumed tokens and add produced tokens to the token list. 
6. Remove consumed DFG input data and add produced DFG OUtput data to 

the DFG input/output list. 
7. Return the ulxlated d f g  object. 

The node selection procedure in step 2 is intentionally vague in the above. To avoid 
any problems stemming from a dependency on unintentional side effects of a fixed 
execution order, s i n g l e - s t e p - d f g  uses a nondeterministic selection strategy. The 
nondeterminacy is achieved via oracles as Boyer and Moore advise [4, pp. 86-88]. The 
oracle is an unconstrained input to s i n g l e - s t e p - d f g  that is entirely responsible 
for choosing the next node to be executed from the list of ready nodes. An oracle 
is also used to select the input of a DFG output node to consume a token from. This 
is only significant, of course, when the output node has multiple inputs. In this case, 
whenever more than one input has a token present, one of these inputs is chosen 
nondeterministically by the oracle. 

An inspection of the node execution and token passing rules of the DFG simulator, 
reveals that the result of executing a DFG, i.e., the data appearing at the DFG outputs, only 
depends on the node selection strategy i f  one or more DFG OUtpUt nodes has multiple 
inputs. Furthermore, the effect of nondeterminism in this case is restricted to shuffling 
the stream of output data. 

This insight, obviously, requires a full formal proof but the following observations 
should help understand why the above statement must be valid. The key to the argument 
is the observation that a token cannot overwrite another token and a node cannot steal 
input tokens from another node nor add tokens to the output of another node, thereby 
rendering a previously ready node unable to execute. Executing a node selected from 
the list of ready nodes does not remove any other nodes than itself from the list of ready 
nodes; the execution order can thus never affect the results of executing the individual 
nodes, i.e., once a node has become ready the result of executing it is fixed with the 
only exception being DFG OUtpUt nodes with multiple inputs that will permute the input 
tokens received nondeterministically. By letting the node selection procedure in the 
definition of s i n g l e - s t e p - d f g  be nondeterministic, a formalization of the insight 
above is made possible. 
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3.2 Node Interpreters 

The cores of steps 1 and 4 have been separated into a number of functions for 
convenience. These functions are the node interpreters and each node type has an  
interpreter associated with it. A node interpreter consists of two functions: the node 
readiness predicate and the node execution function, respectively. The reason for this 
separation is that detecting if a node is ready to execute is simpler than executing it. 

The node readiness predicates returns T or F (the values representing boolean true 
and false, respectively, in nqthra) depending on whether the node is ready to execute 
or not. These predicates are used by the function that builds the list of ready nodes in 
step 1 of s • n 9 J- e -  s t: ep  - d  f g. Most of these simply look at the presence of tokens at 
the inputs and outputs of the node in order to determine if the node is ready to execute. 
There are a few notable exceptions, including the b r a n c h  and m e r g e  nodes, where 
it is necessary to look at the values of certain input tokens to properly determine the 
readiness state of the node. 

The node execution functions perform the actual calculations specified by the node 
types, given the token values of the inputs of the nodes. They all return a pair with a 
list of input token values as its first component, and a list of output token values as its 
second component. The list of input tokens is included here, because certain nodes (e.g., 
b r a n c h ,  m e r g e  and o u t p u t )  will consume tokens from a proper subset of the set of 
node inputs; the returned list of input tokens indicates the inputs at which tokens were 
consumed. Each of these lists are considered to be ordered according to the canonical 
ordering of inputs and outputs of the specific node types. The special value NT r, is 
used to indicate an absent token, e.g., a consumed token. The token list manipulation 
functions, discussed in Sect. 3.3, below use these pairs to update the DFG token list. 

The DFG input and output nodes, •  and out:put:,  respectively, are handled 
separately, as their execution requires access to the DFG input/output list. The •  
nodes remove the first element of the DFG input lists 'indexed' by their DFG input names 
stored in the node data field of their corresponding n o d e  objects, while the o u t : p u t  
nodes append the output data to the DFG OUtpUt lists associated with it. 

Both sets of node interpreter functions are selected for execution by functions 
performing a case split on the node type field of the n o d e  shell. If it is desirable to add 
new node types to the DFG simulator, two node interpreter functions must be supplied 
for each new node, and a case on the new node type name must be added in these 
functions. 

3.3 Token List Manipulation 

While the node interpreters define the semantics of the individual nodes, the token list 
manipulation functions are responsible for extracting the token data needed by the node 
interpreters and merging the results of node execution back into the DFG token list. 

The token list manipulation functions are divided into two classes: the token 
extraction functions and the token list updating functions. The extraction functions 
are further subdivided into two groups, the pure token extractors and the token value 
extractors, respectively. Common to these two kinds of token extractors are that they 
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convert the edge oriented view of the DFG token list to a node oriented view with the 
focus on a particular node. 

The two pure token extractors deal with the presence and absence of tokens, and 
their return values are tailored to the node readiness predicates discussed in Sect. 3.2. 
That is they return a pair of lists of T and F values, one each for the inputs and outputs 
of the specific node. They build these lists from the node interconnection data and the 
DFG token list. The pure token lists are ordered according to the ordering of inputs and 
outputs of the node. 

There is only one token value extractor, because only the token values at the inputs 
of the nodes are needed to execute them, obviously. The token values are extracted 
from the DFG token list with the aid of the input list part of the node interconnection 
data, and an ordered list of input token values are returned, ready to be passed on to the 
appropriate node execution function. 

The token list update functions perform the steps necessary to patch the new tokens 
produced by the node selected for execution into the DFG token list, as well as removing 
the consumed tokens. Removal of tokens are handled by changing the element of the 
pure token list part of the t o k e n  shell object corresponding to the input to F, while a 
new token is added to the token list by setting the token value member of the t o k e n  
object bound to the output in question to the value of the new token, and setting all 
elements of the corresponding pure token list to T, indicating the presence of tokens on 
all inputs connected to the current output. 

Since the node readiness predicates only allow a node to execute when the outputs 
on which new tokens will be emitted are devoid of previous tokens, the procedure of 
adding new tokens outlined here will never overwrite old tokens. This fact is formally 
provable and this proof helps ensuring that the DFG simulator implements the DFG 
semantics wanted. Section 4.2 discusses some issues related to this. 

4 Data Flow Graph Data Structure Consistency 

The DFG simulator does not check the d f g  objects passed to it for execution for 
validity; it silently coerces invalid parts of the d f g  objects to something it can deal 
with by replacing the offending parts by default values. The reasoning behind this 
design decision is simplicity. Error checking would just add clutter that would muddle 
the picture unnecessarily, and lemmas depending on the validity of d f g  objects can 
always add this property to the assumptions, while lemmas not depending on this 
are not bogged down by the additional complexity. The following subsections discuss 
consistency checking of DFG objects. 

4.1 Principles of Consistency Checking 

To be able to express the fact that a given d f g  object does indeed represent a DFG, 4 
a number of functions have been defined to perform a consistency check on the d f g  

4 The nqthm shell principle includes a method to impose simple type restrictions on the 
individual members of shell objects. There are, however, certain problems associated with 
these type restrictions, including a combinatorial explosion as type restrictions are added. 
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object. These functions are accessed through the top level predicate d f g p  which returns 
T when the d f g  object passed to it is valid. 

Naturally, the most complex of these four type predicates is the d f g p  predicate. It 
indirectly depends on the three other type predicates, n o d e  i cp,  no dep ,  and t o kenp ,  
and a large number of other support functions. Checking an object of the d f g  shell type 
can be divided into three subtasks: checking the node list, checking the Dr<; input/output 
list and checking the token list. Each of these will be discussed in turn. 

The node list is a list of objects of the n o d e  shell type; this list is considered valid 
if and only if each member of the list is a valid n o d e  object, i.e., n o d e p  returns true 
when applied to the object. A n o d e  object is valid if the name, type, and node data are 
legal as well as the node interconnection data satisfies the n o d e i o p  type predicate and 
the number of inputs and outputs stored in the node interconnection field of the n o d e  
object is exactly what the node type prescribes. 

The DFG input/output list is an association list with the extra requirements that each 
key may only occur once and the node list should include exactly one input or output 
node for each key in the DFG input/output association list. 

The check of the token list is a convenient place to include a node interconnection 
consistency check. This involves checking that every node output is connected to at 
least one node input; that every node input is connected to a node output; that the 
numbers or indexes assigned to each node input in the node input association lists of 
the n o d e i c  objects are unique and in the range 1 to the length of the pure token list 
part of the t o k e n  object relevant to the input. 

Of more immediate concern is checking that the token association list component 
of a d f g  object has unique keys and t o k e n  objects as its data. Also, as an indirect 
consequence of the interconnection consistency check, it is checked that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between t o k e n  objects and the DFG edges. 

4.2 Applications of Consistency Checking 

The consistency checking issues were introduced because the DFG simulator proper 
does not include error checking code. When stating conjectures involving DFGS, it is 
necessary to be able to express the assumption that the d f g  objects involved in the 
conjecture are valid. This is exactly what the d f g p  type predicate is intended for. 

There is, however, another interesting use for the d f g p  type predicate. When 
formalizing the DFGS in a logic such as the one n q t h m  uses, there is as always a 
non-trivial risk of introducing bugs in the formal system. These bugs may manifest 
themselves as logical inconsistencies or as slightly different semantics than the one 
wanted. The former possibility is ruled out by the foundations of n q t h m  and the 
avoidance of any 'dangerous' features, such as adding user-defined axioms. 

From the point of view of the logic, there is no such thing as a bug in the 
definitions of concepts and functions which form a formal system, assuming the formal 

Experienced nqthm users generally advise to avoid non-empty type restrictions and use 
user-deflned predicates to characterize 'good' elements of the shell type. One of the purposes 
of the consistency checking system is thus to provide a set of predicates to work around 
nqthm's weak type system. 
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system is self-consistent. From the point of view of the designer of the formal system, 
discrepancies between the informal ideas being formalized and the actual formal system 
must be considered bugs. Unfortunately, there is no way to formally prove that a formal 
system corresponds to the informal notions motivating it, since it would require formal 
meta-systems in an infinite regression. 

The best one can hope for is to establish confidence in the formal system by 
establishing theorems one would expect to hold about it. In the case of the DFG simulator, 
one such theorem is that the simulator by its design should preserve consistency of  
the d f g  objects it works on. More precisely, given a d f g  object satisfying the d f g p  
type predicate, s i n g l o - s t e p - d f g  should either return NIL or another d f g  object 
satisfying d f g p ,  i.e., in nqghm parlance: 

(IMPLIES (dfgp dfg) 
(OR (EQUAL 

(dfgp 
(single-step-dfg dfg oraclel oracle2) NIL) 

(single-step-dfg dfg oraclel oracle2)))) 

should be a theorem. If the conjecture cannot be proved there must be an error in the 
definition of one or more of the functions of the DFG simulator o r  of the consistency 
checking functions. The mechanical proof of this conjecture turns out to be complicated 
and deep, due to the number of functions needed to define the DFG simulator and the 
d f g p  predicate, and due to the complex interrelationships between these. 

5 Conclusion 

The goal of architectural synthesis is to produce a register transfer level (RTL) description 
of an algorithm from a procedural representation of the algorithm. The latter is usually 
some form of data flow graph (DFG). Scheduling and allocation algorithms are used to 
transform DFGS into the RTL descriptions which can be handled by low-level synthesis 
tools. 

This paper presents an approach to formalization of DFGS in the Boyer-Moore 
theorem prover, nqthm,  which serves as the basis for formal verification of DFGS. The 
approach is based on a special kind of token based DFGS reminiscent of Petri nets which 
have well-defined operational semantics. The formalization of the DFGs is carried out 
by defining a DFG simulator in the logic of nqthm. 

The DFG simulator presented here is a system of some 70 functions organized in a hi- 
erarchy whose top level functions are single-step-dfg and multi-step-dfg. 
The former is responsible for carrying out one step of the simulation, i.e., selecting 
a ready node for execution, executing it, and adjusting the state of the DFG accord- 
ingly. The latter is a wrapper around the former, allowing multiple successive calls to 
s i n g l e - s t e p - d f g  to be expressed in a convenient form. Both of these functions 
accept a DFG represented as an object of the d f g  data structure defined using the 
nqghm shell principle, and returns another d f g  object representing the same DFG with 
the appropriate changes to the state. 

The data structures defined to represent DFGs in the logic of n q t h m  are uncon- 
strained, and allow the expression of objects that do not actually represent DFGS, mainly 
because the type system of n q t  hra is too weak. This raises the issue of checking objects 
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of these data structures for consistency. A system of functions has been defined to serve 
this purpose. The d f g p  type predicate is the main interface to this function system and 
returns T if and only if the object passed to it represents a DFG. A mechanized proof of 
the consistency preservation properties of the DFG simulator has been established. 

The DFG simulator is intended to be used for correctness proofs of DFGS with respect 
to a higher level functional specification, equivalence proofs of pairs of DFGS, and 
correctness proofs of DFG transformations such as optimizations. The performance of  
the DFG simulator as a vehicle for mechanized formal reasoning in these areas is still an 
open issue, however, and future effort is expected to be invested in this area. 

A long term goal is to fully automate these tasks but it appears that they are too 
complex for this to be achieved by current state-of-the-art automatic theorem provers. 
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